
Fight Food Waste CRC 
Industry Training Needs Analysis 
Survey
Initial Insights



Purpose
Identify the opportunities and gaps on food waste 
industry training for the CRC and Hub members to 
deliver new education solutions for Australian food 
businesses

Support Hub members to connect with their 
target audiences outside their existing reach and 
help members grow their education offerings 
through tailored industry courses – support 
to grow your training programs!



SURVEY RESULTS

Who answered the 
survey?
Supply chain sectors 
represented

1. Learning about who completed the survey – who talked 
to us?

Their business size
Micro, small, medium 
or large?

Associations
Who do the survey 
respondents associate 
with?

Sweet spot for smart 
training
Where across the supply 
chain is the most food waste 
occurring (and what sectors 
are the biggest opportunities 
to target training initiatives)?



Survey results – Who talked to us?
Key messages

114 responses in total – relatively spread evenly across 
supply chain sectors and the size of their business

Top 3 respondents to the survey were “others”, food service 
and processors

Top 3 respondents by the “other” category were 
consultants working in the food industry, education 
organisations (trainers/schools) and companies that 
provide equipment to the food industry



n=114





Where food waste is mostly occurring along the supply chain
Key messages

The three largest areas where food waste is 
occurring is packing, processing and food 
service

Top 3 respondents by the “other” category 
were over catering/restaurant waste, 
removal of packaging and consumer waste





SURVEY RESULTS
2. Learning about where industry training is occurring (or where it should 
occur) within the REDUCE, TRANSFORM and ENGAGE themes of food waste

Impactful training
What training areas do 
industry think would have 
the most impact to them 
on food waste in the 
biggest areas of wastage 
in the supply chain?

Training ideas 
generator
What ideas do industry 
have for training in 
food waste?

What’s out there?
What training do industry 
already know exists (or is 
being developed) that 
tackles the issue of food 
waste



Top 3 industry 
training initiatives 
that could be 
undertaken by 
industry that 
would be most 
impactful to 
REDUCING food 
waste



Top 3 industry 
training initiatives 
that could be 
undertaken that 
would be most 
impactful to 
TRANSFORMING
food waste



Top 3 industry 
training initiatives 
that could be 
undertaken that 
would be most 
impactful in regard 
to ENGAGING
with food waste



REDUCE
Key messages

Industry are wanting to improve communication all along the 
supply chain (this also reinforces what we discovered in the 
ENGAGE theme about internal communications – refer later 
section).

Food waste is still a mystery in many industry sectors, especially 
with producers, who we suspect don't believe they create a lot 
of food waste – rather suggesting this waste occurs further 
along the supply chain.



TRANSFORM
Key messages

Industry are wanting to develop new markets for product 
that have been rejected but need to learn how to do it

Industry also want to develop new products with food waste 
and want to learn how to how to do it

Instead of food being discarded, industry would rather see it 
go to people in need, rather than look for ways they can 
capitalise on a new opportunity to create new markets or 
products (they may not realise this is an option!)



ENGAGE
Key messages

Industry and businesses see the importance of developing 
internal capabilities (i.e. they need to raise awareness about 
food waste in their business so to improve business culture 
about food waste).

Businesses could do all this by learning about the different 
types of internal communications they could use and 
implementing in-house campaigns and solutions (collectively 
lots of small impacts = big impact!)



REDUCE
Do you know of any industry food waste 
training that exists that fits within the theme 
of REDUCE?

79% said No

21% said Yes

TRANSFORM
Do you know of any industry food waste 
training that exists that fits within the theme 
of TRANSFORM?

94% said No

6% said Yes

ENGAGE
Do you know of any industry food waste 
training that exists that fits within the theme 
of ENGAGE?

97% said No

3% said Yes



Key messages

Majority of respondents were not aware of any training in any of the themes 
suggesting a dedicated communication piece of work to inform industry of the 
training options that are available at present (and well into the future) would be 
beneficial

We suspect producers don't believe they create much food waste (with the belief 
that most of it occurs further along the supply chain) and the fact 
industry didn’t know what training was already available amplifies this (if you 
don't believe you have a problem, you don't look for a solution!)

Industry won't be able to identify appropriate training if 
they don’t understand food waste and that they create it. This is likely why they 
are asking about fundamental training to learn how to do food waste audits and 
how they can implement better packaging for their products.



SURVEY RESULTS 3
How industry training should be communicated, promoted and 
delivered

Best training 
mechanisms
What formats should 
industry training take 
for best uptake?

Cross-sectoral training
What is the appetite for 
training to be developed 
for many different food 
industry sectors and across 
different areas of the 
supply chain?

Acknowledgement
How do industry want to 
be acknowledged for 
undertaking training?

Communication
How should industry 
training be promoted?



Training delivery 
mechanisms
Key messages

Preferred industry training delivery is a 1-day F2F intensive course format (master 
class). Webinars and micro-learning online courses were also considered good formats for 
industry training delivery

This suggests there is an opportunity to create more blended training that encompasses O & O 
delivery

Industry are happy with a certificate of participation or attendance when they attend training

Industry prefer cross-sectoral training

Direct email appears to be the most effective communication tool to inform industry about 
training opportunities, but results show they don't know about many training opportunities 
currently available

This informs us that an up to date and comprehensive CRM is critical to the success of training 
uptake offered by Hub members and the CRC to industry. This also presents an opportunity for 
us all to improve our direct email marketing
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NEXT STEP - Focus groups

Desktop research
to look for industry 
food waste training 
that exists domestically 
and internationally

Focus group protocol
for a further “deep dive” 
on the discoveries made 
and to test them further

Focus group plan
To outline how we will run 
the groups, engage with 
people and how to 
capture data

Virtual focus groups
taking place across the 
supply chain to further 
deep dive on the TNA 
survey findings



How Hub 
members can help 
with Stage 2!

Provide names of people we should include in our 
virtual focus groups to explore further the key 
areas of food waste - packing, processing and 
food service and make introductions?

We also plan to do a focus group with producers 
to test the proposition that this sector believe 
most food waste is not "really happening at our 
end" but rather, happening "further down the 
supply chain". Can you help us provide names of 
producers who might like to get involved?



For further information contact
emily@honeyandfox.com.au

A detailed report of all the results from the 
TNA industry survey will be made available to 
Hub members via the CRC final report and 
other communication methods
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